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Volatility of return has an important, perhaps overlooked, effect on the returns investors actu-
ally earn. The chart below illustrates the return of the S&P 500 for a 15 year period. During this 
period, the S&P 500 had a cumulative return of 92.82%. However, the question is how many 
investors stayed invested for that whole period and achieved that return? Money flow data from 
Morningstar as well as the Dalbar studies indicate that investors were fooled again and again 
during this time period. We believe that the culprit causing investors to bail out of the market is 
volatility. Volatility and the emotions associated with it stands between us, as investors, and our 
desired financial goals. 

In addition, investors all too often focus on average returns of an investment. However, investors 
do not receive the average return; rather they receive the compounded result of the return stream. 
In other words, average return does not equal compounded returns. The difference between the 
average and the compounded returns is volatility. The greater the volatility – the greater the dif-
ference between the two. 

This concept is illustrated in the chart below. The S&P 500 had an average return of 6.33% for this 
15 year period. However, investors only realized a compounded return of 4.47%. This difference 
has large implications for investors. If an investor had (hypothetically) received a 6.33% com-
pounded return, the cumulative return on their investment would have been 151.09% compared 
to the actual return of 92.82%. 

Therefore it is easy to see how volatility is potentially one of the, if not the biggest, impediments to 
investors realizing their goals and dreams. We recognize that successful investing requires taking 
some risk and volatility cannot be eliminated entirely. We believe that investors should adopt a 
low volatility equity strategy that seeks to minimize this risk. 
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The opinions expressed are those of the Clark Capital Management Group Investment Team. The opinions referenced are 
as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic conditions and may not 
necessarily come to pass. There is no guarantee of the future performance of any Clark Capital investment portfolio. Ma-
terial presented has been derived from sources considered to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness cannot be 
guaranteed. Nothing herein should be construed as a solicitation, recommendation or an offer to buy, sell or hold any se-
curities, other investments or to adopt any investment strategy or strategies. For educational use only. This information 
is not intended to serve as investment advice. This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast or research. 
The investment or strategy discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based 
on their specific investment objectives and financial circumstances. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material is not financial advice or an offer to sell any product. 
The relative strength measure is based on historical information and should not be considered a guaranteed prediction 
of market activity. It is one of many indicators that may be used to analyze market data for investing purposes. The rela-
tive strength measure has certain limitations such as the calculation results being impacted by an extreme change in a 
security price. Not every client’s account will have these exact characteristics. The actual characteristics with respect 
to any particular client account will vary based on a number of factors including but not limited to: (i) the size of the ac-
count; (ii) investment restrictions applicable to the account, if any; and (iii) market exigencies at the time of investment. 

Clark Capital Management Group, Inc. reserves the right to modify its current investment strategies and techniques 
based on changing market dynamics or client needs. The information provided in this report should not be considered a 
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security, sector or industry. There is no assurance that any securi-
ties, sectors or industries discussed herein will be included in or excluded from an account’s portfolio. It should not be 
assumed that any of the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal 
the investment performance of the securities discussed herein. 

Clark Capital Management Group, Inc. is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange. Regis-
tration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. More information about Clark Capital’s advisory services can be 
found in its Form ADV which is available upon request.
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